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What is predesign? 

At its most basic, predesign marks the beginning of the 

project planning process. It is a process resulting in a 

document that answers the 4 most important questions 

about a project: 

 What is the project’s scope? (Why is the project 

needed? What will the project accomplish? How will 

it support the college’s or university’s mission?) 

 What is its (approximate) cost, and how is it funded? 

 What is its schedule? 

 How does the project fit within the Minnesota State 

system’s Strategic Framework and Board of Trustees 

guidelines? 

The predesign serves as the “instructions” documenting 

the project requirements for the design team who will 

later design the project. 

Not all projects with completed predesigns will be 

funded for design and construction. If a project is not 

funded, the predesign should be retained by the campus 

for updating when the next funding opportunity arises. 

What is predesign not? 

Predesign is not the result of a design concept already 

selected, nor does it produce a design. The design 

process does not occur until after predesign is complete; 

however, the campus and its predesign consultant 

should keep in mind that the eventual project design will 

need to follow the Minnesota State Facilities Design 

Standards and the Space Planning Guidelines. These 

documents are available at the system office Facilities 

website. 

Why is predesign needed? 

A predesign is required by state statute for any capital 

project funded by the State; the Minnesota State 

system also requires a predesign for all HEAPR and 

Revenue Fund projects, as well as most projects funded 

by campus or outside sources (such as foundation, 

grant, or private funding).  

Beyond the statutory requirement for predesign, the 

Minnesota State system uses project predesigns to 

score and prioritize Capital Budget Request (GO 

bonding) projects. Predesigns also play a role in 

prioritizing HEAPR projects at the system level. 

How does predesign fit within the 
process of planning, funding, 
designing, and constructing a capital 
project? 

On page 8 is a diagram showing the general process for 

planning, funding, and designing/constructing a capital 

project. Diagrams showing various funding pathways in 

more detail are shown later in this section. 

https://www.minnstate.edu/system/finance/facilities/index.html
https://www.minnstate.edu/system/finance/facilities/index.html
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When is a predesign required? 

All design/construction projects with a construction cost 

over $50,000, including campus-funded, outside-funded, 

Capital Budget, HEAPR, or Revenue Fund projects, 

require a predesign.* All Capital Budget (General 

Obligation bonding) and Revenue Fund projects require a 

full predesign regardless of construction cost. All other 

capital projects require a full predesign if construction 

costs are estimated to exceed $750,000. A Limited Scope 

predesign may be required for smaller projects; see the 

table at right for more information. 

This table is presented in “decision tree” format on the 

following page. 

CONTEXT FOR PREDESIGN 

Predesign Types 

A full predesign includes all the requirements listed in the 

subsequent sections of this document. For some 

projects, a limited scope predesign may be used. The 

general requirements for a limited scope predesign are 

listed in the table at right. 

 

 

 

 

*For more detail on HEAPR predesign requirements, 

please see the HEAPR Full and Limited-Scope Predesign 

checklists. 

Project funding source 
Related Documents 

Required 
Full Predesign Required? 

Limited Scope Predesign 
Required? 

Capital Budget Request (CBR)  
(GO bonding) 

All projects n/a 
1. CBR Narrative (.doc) 

2. Workbook (.xls) 

Revenue Fund project All projects n/a Financial pro forma 

HEAPR project* Constr. cost over $750K Constr. cost $50K-$750K 
1. HEAPR Project 

Budget Worksheet 
2. Narrative (.doc) 

All other funding sources (campus
-funded, Foundation funded, 
other outside funding) 

Constr. Cost over $750K Constr. Cost $50K-$750K 
Project Budget 

Worksheet 

Predesign Section Full predesign Limited Scope 

 — Front Matter R R 

 1: Summary R R 

 2: Project Narrative R O 

 3: Project Description (Scope) R R 

 4: Sustainability and Energy R O 

 5: Financial Information - Capital Expenditures R R 

 6: Financial Information - Ongoing Operating Expenditures R n/a 

 7: Schedule R R 

 8: Operational Plan/Budget R n/a 

 9: Appendix R O 

Predesign requirements by project funding source 

Predesign sections required by predesign type* (R=Required; O=Optional) 
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Decision Tree: What kind of predesign and documentation does my project need? 

Note: All predesigns and accompanying documentation must be reviewed by the system office before proceeding to design. 

The information in this decision tree is presented in table format on the previous page. 

CONTEXT FOR PREDESIGN 

Will the project 

involve a site or 

building owned by 

your institution?* 

What is the source of 

project funding? 

HEAPR 
(asset preservation) 

GO bonding 

(Capital Budget Request) 

Revenue Fund 

All other funding sources 
(campus, private/outside, 
Foundation, grant, etc.) 

What is the 
estimated 

construction cost? 

Required: 
1. Full predesign 
2. Budget Worksheet 
3. Narrative 

Required: 
1. Limited scope predesign 
2. Budget Worksheet 
3. Narrative 

Required: 
1. Full predesign 
2. Budget Worksheet 

Required: 
1. Limited scope predesign 
2. Budget Worksheet 

Required: 
1. Full predesign 
2. Workbook 
3. Narrative 

Required: 
1. Full predesign 
2. Pro forma 

What is the 
estimated 

construction cost? 

Over $750,000 

$50,000-$750,000 

Over $750,000 

$50,000-$750,000 

YES 

No 
predesign 
required 

NO 

*Projects with an anticipated 

construction cost under $50,000 

do not require a predesign. 
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The high end of each range will generally be for more complex projects that affect multiple 
building systems. Simpler projects typically generate smaller predesign fees. Predesign updates 
may have smaller fees. Campuses should budget for multiple predesigns per project (original 
predesign and predesign updates for multiple capital budget cycles). 

Who performs predesign? 

We recommend that campuses retain qualified architectural and/or engineering 

consultants to develop the bulk of the predesign, due to the complexity of issues, 

elements, and systems in building projects. A multidisciplinary team may be needed if 

the project is particularly complex. The campus or other entity requesting funds--not 

the consultant preparing the report--is responsible for submitting the final predesign 

to the system office and ensuring that the report is consistent and complete.  

Cost of predesign 

Predesign, including any subsequent predesign updates, is funded directly by the 

campus(es) proposing the project. Predesign fees vary depending upon the scope and 

schedule of the project; approximate ranges are shown in the matrix below. Achieving 

these cost ranges is highly dependent on the campus completing its facilities, 

strategic, and academic planning before undertaking predesign. The project scope and 

expertise required will play a large role in determining predesign fees; for instance, if 

a cost benefit analysis is needed, there will be a cost for a financial consultant. It’s 

important that predesign fees be sufficient to allow the consultant to understand and 

analyze existing conditions, project scope and requirements, and the full range of 

project costs for cost estimating. 

 

 

The predesign presentation 

All Capital Budget and Revenue Fund projects must present their final predesigns to 

the Associate Vice Chancellor for Facilities. For more details, see the Guide to the 

Predesign Presentation, found at the Facilities website (http://www.minnstate.edu/

system/finance/facilities/index.html). 

*Applies only to Capital Budget Request (GO bonding) and Revenue Fund projects. 

 Under $1M $1M-$10M >$10M 

Predesign Fee Range 0.50%-2% 0.25%-0.75% 0.25%-0.6% 

Predesign Fee Average 1% 0.60% 0.50% 

Task Campus Consultant 
System 
Office 

Getting started/selecting a consultant:    

Preliminary planning (facilities, financial, strategic) x     

Use template to create draft RFP x     

Review RFP x   x 

Send RFP to consultants or release publicly x     

Review consultant proposals x   x 

Consultant interviews (optional) x x x 

Select consultant and finalize contract/agreement x   

Developing the Predesign    

Provide reference materials: Existing campus facilities, 
strategic, academic, technology, financial plans; program 
data; ongoing operating costs; etc. 

x    

Site visits, review existing conditions   x   
Conduct/attend meetings w/ stakeholders, student 
groups, community groups 

x x   

Revenue Fund projects only: Prepare pro forma x   

Develop document drafts (50%, 95%) x  x   

Submit document drafts to system office via SharePoint x   

Review document drafts x   x 

Final Steps    

*Prepare final presentation (after 95% review complete) x  x   

*Final presentation to Assoc. Vice Chancellor x x x 

*Update/revise document as required, following 
presentation 

x  x   

Submit final (100%) Predesign and other documentation 
to system office via SharePoint 

x   

Responsibilities 

Approximate predesign fee ranges, by construction cost 

http://www.minnstate.edu/system/finance/facilities/index.html
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Selecting a Predesign Consultant 

Campus staff should allow ample time to select a predesign consultant team. The 

system office maintains standard RFP templates for predesign services and can assist 

the campus in customizing the RFP and evaluating proposals. 

For predesign fees estimated to be under $100,000, the Professional/Technical (P/T) 

Master Contract may be used to simplify the contracting process; campuses may visit 

the system office Design and Construction Connect page at https://

mnscu.sharepoint.com/sites/finance/SitePages/topic.aspx?topicID=122&state=about 

(restricted access) for more details and to access the P/T Master Contract consultant 

database. 

A predesign with estimated fees over $100,000 must use a public RFP process (not the 

P/T Master Contract), and must receive Vice Chancellor for Finance approval prior to 

award. The system office can help the campus post the RFP to the appropriate 

locations. 

https://mnscu.sharepoint.com/sites/finance/SitePages/topic.aspx?topicID=122&state=about
https://mnscu.sharepoint.com/sites/finance/SitePages/topic.aspx?topicID=122&state=about
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Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

predesign 

Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding 

received?  

Start with the Comprehensive Facilities Plan 

Regardless of the project funding source, all facilities projects should originate in the 

campus’s most recent Comprehensive Facilities Plan (CFP). 

System Office Predesign Review 

The campus is responsible for submitting predesign drafts (50%, 95%) and the final 

predesign (100%), along with any required additional documentation, to the system 

office for review. 

Department of Administration Predesign Review 

For GO bonding projects whose estimated construction costs total more than 

$750,000, predesign review and approval by the MN Dept. of Administration is 

Overview: What generally happens after predesign 
This chart presents the major steps in a typical capital project funding-design-construction cycle. Not all projects will follow these steps exactly; for specifics, see the Project 

Funding Pathways diagrams. 

System office 

predesign review 
Funding 

Board action 

(if required) 

On Board’s Capital 

Budget list? 

YES 

NO 
(revise and resubmit 

predesign in later 
biennium) 

YES 

NO 
(revise and resubmit 
predesign in later 
biennium) 

GO bonding (Capital 
Budget Request) 
project 

All other projects (HEAPR, 
Rev. Fund, campus-
funded, other-funded) 

System office 

predesign review 

required by state statute (§16B.335, Subdivision 3) before design may begin. The 

system office submits predesigns to the State on behalf of the campus prior to 

receiving GO bond funds. 

Designer Selection 

Per MN Statute §16B.33, Subd. 3, the State Designer Selection Board (SDSB) selects the 

primary designer for projects with an estimated construction cost greater than 

$2,000,000, or for  planning projects with estimated fees of $200,000 or greater. 

The State Designer Selection Board (SDSB) process is not required for HEAPR, Revenue 

Fund, or other-funded projects; however, it’s recommended that campuses use a 

similar process for designer selection. 

Dept. of Admin. 

predesign review 

Designer 

selection 

Designer 

selection 

Design/Construction  

process 

Design/Construction  

process 
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Project Funding Pathways diagrams 

The diagrams on the following pages outline options for funding capital projects, and 

the approximate steps to obtain board approval (if needed) and funding. 

For projects seeking board approval, keep in mind that board agenda items must be 

submitted to the system office 1-2 months in advance of a board meeting. Contact the 

system office for specific due dates. 

GO bonding and HEAPR projects 

The submittal and review schedule for GO bond and HEAPR projects is normally 

established by April of even-numbered years (for example, the 2022 Capital Budget 

schedule will be made available in April 2020). Contact the system office for more 

information. 

Revenue Fund projects 

Revenue Fund project submittals (predesigns and accompanying documentation) are 

normally due by March of even-numbered years for a bond sale the following year. 

Revenue Fund bond sales occur only in odd-numbered years. 

CONTEXT FOR PREDESIGN 
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Funding Pathway 2: Phased GO bonding (Capital Budget Request). Design and construction in Phase 1; completion of construction in Phase 2. 
Each phase of the project goes through the Capital Budget Scoring process separately. This pathway is recommended for Capital Budget projects 
over $10 million total project cost with complex construction phasing. Note that Bidding in Phase 2 may be eliminated if using Construction 
Manager at Risk (CM@R) as the procurement method. 

CONTEXT FOR PREDESIGN 

Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

predesign 

Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding (Phase 1) 

from legislature 

Designer 

selection 
Design  

Update predesign 
Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding (Phase 2) 

from legislature 
Bid Construction  

Biennium #1 (Phase 1) 

Biennium #2 (Phase 2) 

Funding Pathway 1: Phased GO bonding (Capital Budget Request). Design occurs in Phase 1, construction in Phase 2. Each phase of the project 
goes through the Capital Budget Scoring process separately. This pathway is recommended for Capital Budget projects over $10 million total 
project cost. 

Capital Project Funding Pathways Note: For all Capital Budget (GO bond) projects, if GO Bond funding is not received, the project predesign may be updated 
and resubmitted for Capital Budget Scoring in a later biennium.  

Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

predesign 

Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding (Phase 1) 

from legislature 

Designer 

selection 

Design (for 

both phases)  

Update predesign 
Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding (Phase 2) 

from legislature 

Bid 

(Ph. 2) 

Construction  

Phase 2 

Biennium #1 (Phase 1) 

Biennium #2 (Phase 2) 

Bid 

(Ph. 1) 

Construction  

Phase 1 

System office 
review 

System office 
review 

System office 
review 

System office 
review 
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Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

predesign 

Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding from 

legislature 

Designer 

selection 
Design  Bid 

Funding Pathway 3: GO bonding — single phase. Design and construction are funded in the same biennium; there is only one project phase. This 
pathway is recommended for Capital Budget projects under $10 million total project cost. 

Construction  

Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

predesign 

Scoring 

process 

GO bond funding 

from legislature 

Design 

(campus funded) 
Bid 

Funding Pathway 4: GO bonding — campus-funded design. Design is funded by the campus; construction is funded through GO bonding. There is 
only one project phase. This pathway is only recommended for Capital Budget projects under $10 million total project cost. Campus funding of 
the design process allows design to begin before construction funding is obtained from the legislature. 

Construction  

System office 
review 

System 
office review 

Designer 

selection 

Capital Project Funding Pathways Note: For all Capital Budget (GO bond) projects, if GO Bond funding is not received, the project predesign may be updated 
and resubmitted for Capital Budget Scoring in a later biennium.  
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Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded limited 

scope predesign 

System office 

predesign review 

Funding (HEAPR or 

other funding) 

Designer 

selection 
Design  Bid 

Funding Pathway 5: Limited scope HEAPR or campus/other funding. Design and construction are funded in the same biennium; there is only one project phase. 
This pathway is for HEAPR or other-funded* projects between $50,000 and $750,000 construction cost (see Predesign Decision Tree on page 5). These 
projects are not subject to the State Designer Selection Board process, but using a similar designer selection process is recommended. 

Capital Project Funding Pathways 

Construction  

Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

full predesign 

System office 

predesign review 

Funding (HEAPR or 

other funding) 

Designer 

selection 
Design  Bid 

Funding Pathway 6: Large scope HEAPR or campus/other funding. Design and construction are funded in the same biennium; there is only one project phase. 
This pathway is for HEAPR or other-funded* projects over $750,000 construction cost (see Predesign Decision Tree on page 5). Board action is not required for 
HEAPR projects. HEAPR or other-funded projects are not subject to the State Designer Selection Board process, but using a similar designer selection process 
is recommended. 

Construction  

* “Other funded” projects includes campus funded projects as well as projects funded by outside private parties, other public entities, grants, 
Foundation, etc. 

Board action 

(if required) 

Comprehensive 

Facilities Plan  

Campus-funded 

full predesign 

System office 

predesign review 
Revenue Bond sale 

Designer 

selection 
Design  Bid 

Funding Pathway 7: Revenue Fund project. Design and construction are funded in the same biennium by Revenue Bonds; there is only one project phase. 
Revenue Fund projects are not subject to the State Designer Selection Board process, but using a similar designer selection process is recommended. 

Construction  
Board action 

(if required) 
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Overview 

The predesign requirements described in the following pages allow for some flexibility 

in what content is required, depending on the needs and complexity of the proposed 

project. For example, a project consisting only of interior remodeling would not need 

to provide extensive information on site selection, stormwater control strategies, etc. 

If the predesign omits an entire section or requirement, provide a note within the 

document indicating why that section was not included. 

Within the section checklists, all checklist items are required in the 100% document 

unless marked as Optional (O). Required forms or letters are identified within the 

checklists in bolded italics. Sample templates for these forms/letters can be found in 

the Form Templates section at the end of this document. 

Predesign Section Descriptions 
What follows are detailed descriptions of all sections of a predesign document. For each section, you’ll find a summary of the section goals and intent followed by a checklist 

of items to include in your document. The checklist also indicates which checklist items must be included within each draft of the document. (For HEAPR projects, see the 

HEAPR Predesign Checklists section of this document.) Example graphics follow each section summary page. 

Note: Example graphics are taken from recent predesigns and are shown here only to illustrate general concepts. They should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or 

taken as current factual data. 

*Cover letter from consultant must include architect or 

engineer’s certification with date, signature and 

consultant’s Minnesota license number. 

**Cover letter from campus is not required for HEAPR 

projects. 

OVERVIEW / FRONT MATTER 

R = Required Item 

Item 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

100% 
Doc 

Title/Cover Page R R R 

Cover letter from campus**   R 

Cover letter from consultant*   R 

Table of Contents R R R 

Predesign Document Format Requirements 

All pages numbered by section (except Front Matter, Tabs/Dividers) 

Font size no less than 10 points 

Entire document to be capable of clear black and white reproduction 

Site maps/plans to include campus identification, north arrow, graphic scale, street 
names 

Floor plans/building maps to include campus or building identification, north arrow, 
and graphic scale 

Draft submittals (50%, 95%): Electronic copy (PDF) submitted to campus and system 
office (campuses may request printed copies) 

Final submittal (100%): One printed copy (in 3-ring binder) and one electronic copy 
(PDF) submitted to campus and system office. 3-ring binder format: Binder to be 
labeled on front and spine with institution name; predesign status (100%); consultant 
firm name, name of primary contact, address, phone, and email; date of submittal. 

Printing on both sides of the page is encouraged. 

Checklist: Front Matter 
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Section 1: Summary  

Briefly summarize the basic data of the project: 

 What the project is, 

 Where it is on the campus, 

 Why the project is needed, 

 Who participated in the predesign process 

(partners, stakeholders) and who benefits (students, 

etc.), 

 How much does it cost; how is the project funded 

and delivered, and 

 When the project is expected to be designed, 

funded, and constructed. 

 
*Renewal in this context refers to minor “lights and 
brights” remodeling: New paint, carpet, lighting, etc., 
without moving or replacing interior walls or mechanical/
electrical systems. 
 
**Demolished s.f. refers only to building area that is 
permanently demolished and removed from the 
campus’s total GSF. 
 
***To calculate design and construction dates for GO 

bond (Capital Budget) and HEAPR projects, assume 

funding will be available on July 1 of the bonding year. 

Costs should be estimated using current (non-inflated) 

dollars. 

1: SUMMARY 

Checklist: Section 1 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Basic Project Data: 

At the beginning of Section 1, provide the Predesign Project Data Form, which contains the 

following information:  

 

Street address of building(s) affected by the project, including county name R R 

Affected area (GSF):     

Renovated sq. ft. R R 

Renewal* sq. ft. R R 

New sq. ft. R R 

Demolished** sq. ft. R R 
Biennial and total project cost ($). If project is phased (for example, design and construction 
will be funded in separate biennia), provide separate cost by phase, in addition to total cost (all 
phases combined) 

R R 

Previous funding appropriations for this project (prior phases), if any R R 

Summarize the project schedule: Funding dates***, start and end dates for design and 
construction 

 R 

Current space utilization (%) for academic classrooms and labs in the project area  R 

Anticipated space utilization (%) for academic classrooms and labs in the project area  R 

Current Replacement Value (CRV) of building(s) affected by the project R R 

Backlog ($) removed by the project  R 

Current and anticipated/proposed FCI of building(s)/area(s) affected by the project R R 

Number of classrooms and/or class labs directly affected by the project  R 

Executive Summary:   

Brief summary of the project need and scope (3 paragraphs max.): What problems does the 
project solve? How does this project solve those problems? Which academic programs or student 
services benefit? 

 R 

List of project participants and stakeholders: Who was consulted? Who participated in the 
predesign process? 

 R 

Key plan/site map of campus showing general location of project R R 
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Example project summary. 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

Example project summary. 

1: SUMMARY: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example site plans. 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

1: SUMMARY: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Checklist: Section 2 (R = Required Item) 
50% 

Draft 

95% 

Draft 

Basis for Need:   

Describe supporting data, analyses, or studies that demonstrate the project need: pedagogy, 
enrollment, demographic changes, workforce, facilities issues, regional issues, etc. 

 R 

Describe current conditions, adjacencies, spatial issues, and user needs for the affected academic 
or operational programs 

R R 

Academic and Operational Programs:   

Describe the academic or operational programs (such as student services) affected by the project, 
including any new programs; list current and projected enrollments, graduation rates, and other 
relevant information for affected academic programs 

R R 

List accreditations of affected academic programs (if applicable) and describe any accreditation 
issues that affect the project 

 R 

Institutional, Regional, and Systemwide Planning:   

Describe how the project fits with the college/university’s mission and strategic plan, academic 
plan, and IT plan and how it fits with regional and systemwide planning efforts. Provide relevant 
excerpts from these plans as needed. 

 R 

Describe where this project fits in the campus Comprehensive Facilities Plan; identify year of most 
recent CFP; provide context for any changes between the CFP and this proposed project; provide 
excerpts of the CFP as needed 

 R 

Describe how the project fits into the Board’s Capital Budget Guidelines   R 

Describe any use of the project spaces by other campuses, other Minnesota State institutions, or 
other academic/workforce partners; describe any partnership agreements 

 R 

Describe/graph the college/university’s general enrollment and demographic trends and 
projections (next 5 years) 

 R 

Scheduling and Space Utilization:   

Describe the campus’s current academic space scheduling policy and whether the campus 
currently uses standardized time blocks for scheduling 

 R 

Existing Conditions:   

Summarize existing facilities issues that affect the project or that will be resolved by the project; 
summarize haz. mat. abatement needs and other environmental concerns 

R R 

Briefly summarize existing mechanical, electrical, plumbing, infrastructure, and fire suppression 
systems and issues; identify how existing infrastructure/utilities will accommodate the project 

 R 

Existing floor plans for buildings/spaces affected by the project; indicate current space use 
(departments/academic units, circulation, mechanical spaces, etc.) 

R R 

Existing floor plans showing space utilization “heat map” of affected academic spaces R R 

Existing Building Summary Form (see Form Templates) for each building affected by the project  R 

Provide captioned photos of existing spaces affected by the project, or of potential site of new 
building/addition 

 R 

2: PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Section 2: Project Background 

This section is critical in establishing the need and 

justification for the project. Use this section to describe 

the project background, including existing conditions and 

program needs. 

 Description of project need: Academic program data 

are critical in telling the story of the project and 

establishing a strong case for funding. Include both 

current data and projections of future workforce/

program growth and needs. Use demographic, DEED, 

and other types of data to show how the programs 

affected by this project support workforce needs, 

academic needs, or student support needs. What are 

the enrollment and growth trends of the college/

university and the affected programs? Are those 

programs accredited? 

 Description of project relative to academic and 

facilities planning: Describe how the campus’s plans 

(facilities plans, academic master plans, IT plans, 

strategic plans, etc.) support the need for this 

project. Include relevant excerpts from those plans 

(or include the plans in the Appendix). 

 Renovation vs. building replacement: If the project 

scope includes a significant renovation (more than 

50% of the building’s square footage) or is 

considering total building replacement, we 

recommend consulting the whitepaper Existing 

Buildings: Renovate or Replace (on the Facilities 

website) and completing the evaluation exercise. 

 Existing facilities systems summary: Describe how 

existing facilities factors are affecting the need for 

this project.  
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Checklist: Section 2 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Revenue Fund projects only—supplemental requirements:   

Identify the dates/times the consultant and campus leadership met with students leading up to, 
and during, the predesign work  

 R 

Within Appendix, include copy of formal presentation(s) provided to students   R 

Describe how students were solicited for feedback in the process – student referendums, surveys, 
task forces, social media campaigns   

 R 

Summarize meeting minutes with local jurisdictions in preparation for this project; were there 
conditions imposed on the project that would affect other development on the campus? 

 R 

Revenue Fund projects only: Student 
consultation/local jurisdiction requirements (see 
checklist on this page) 

Address and outline the consultative process the 
campus undertook and is undertaking with student 
leadership and student body; explain the participation 
of students in the project committee work; discuss and 
summarize the specific work with the local jurisdiction 
related to alignment of project and building and/or 
zoning code conversations.  
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Example academic programs summary 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

2: PROJECT BACKGROUND NARRATIVE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

Example summary of affected academic programs 
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Example comprehensive facilities plan description/illustration 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

2: PROJECT BACKGROUND NARRATIVE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

Example existing building conditions summary 
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Example photos of renovation areas, with captions 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

2: PROJECT BACKGROUND NARRATIVE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example space utilization analysis Example space utilization “heat map”  

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

2: PROJECT BACKGROUND NARRATIVE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example description of student consultation process (Revenue Fund projects only) 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

2: PROJECT BACKGROUND NARRATIVE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Section 3: Project Description 

While Section 2 describes the academic or operational 

program need for the project, the architectural/

engineering program ("A/E program") as referenced in 

this section is a compilation of instructions to the 

consultants who design the project after predesign is 

complete. The nature and extent of these instructions 

are specific to the project. 

Projects that include classroom, class lab, applied 

technology lab, office, library, or student lounge/study 

spaces are to follow the system’s most current Space 

Planning Guidelines, available at the Facilities website. 

3D Renderings: If your predesign will include one or 

more renderings of the proposed spaces or new building, 

we recommend keeping the renderings “sketchy” — 

avoid making the renderings look too photorealistic, as 

this can create an expectation that the end result will 

look just like the renderings. Most finished projects will 

look significantly different from a predesign rendering. 

(Examples of “sketchy” renderings are on page 34.) 

Analysis of Alternatives: During the analysis and 

planning process, consider alternative ways to meet the 

project's program requirements. Alternatives may 

include using existing space, adapting existing space, new 

construction, or leasing space. While replacing square 

footage (demolishing existing space and building new, 

more efficient space in its place) is generally encouraged 

within Minnesota State, new construction (adding net 

new square footage to the campus) is discouraged and 

should only be considered when all other alternatives 

have been deemed unsuitable for the program needs. 

Campuses are encouraged to consider alternatives that 

share space with neighboring or nearby Minnesota State 

campuses. 

Checklist continued on next page. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Checklist: Section 3 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95%
Draft 

Response to Problem/Design Intent:   

Describe design intent. Describe how the project responds to academic, strategic, and information 

technology plans; workforce and economic development; and program/enrollment goals and 

objectives. Include in Appendix any supporting materials, meeting minutes, or studies. 

R R 

Graphics and maps: Aerial map, conceptual site plans, conceptual floor plans/fit plans for 

proposed project, or other graphics that help describe the project 
R R 

Describe project impact on infrastructure (including utilities), parking, landscape, wayfinding 

(internal and external), other signage or site issues 
 R 

Describe project impact on academic space utilization; list proposed space utilization resulting 

from the project 
 R 

Summarize alternatives and options that were considered with regard to program delivery, site 
options, construction/renovation scope, cost options, phasing, etc. If alternate floor plans (or site 
plans/new building locations) were considered, include those plans in the Appendix. 

 R 

Describe any project phasing, including temporary relocations/swing space needs  R 

Describe how the project will address any COPE issues (see Definitions for description of COPE).  R 

Describe past actions that affect the project (self-funded renovations by the campus, etc.)  R 

For GO bonding projects: If the project scope includes “HEAPR-like” work (repair or replacement of 

building infrastructure or major systems like HVAC, roofs, etc.), summarize the scope of this work 

and explain why it is being included within the GO project. 

 R 

List applicable codes, standards, statutes, cited research, and other references. (A list of state 

statutes that may apply to Minnesota State capital projects is provided on page 63.) 
 R 

A/E Program: Complete a Space Needs Inventory (see Form Templates) for each required space, to 

include the following: 
  

Description of each required space, its needs, and adjacencies R R 

Describe technology and/or special FF&E requirements  R 

Summarize the major systems requirements: architectural, civil, structural, MEP, and specialties. 

Briefly describe the required performance characteristics for these systems. 
 R 

http://www.minnstate.edu/system/finance/facilities/index.html
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For projects affecting multiple building systems (HVAC, 

security, plumbing, fire suppression, etc.), the 

appropriate subconsultants should be included in the 

predesign process. These subconsultants must conduct 

in-person site surveys of all buildings involved in the 

project before making their recommendations. 

Required forms: This section should include the forms 

described below; templates for the forms are located in 

the Form Templates section at the end of this 

document. Note that it is not required that the 

predesign use these exact templates — campuses and 

their consultants may reformat the templates to fit the 

graphic style of the predesign document, as long as all 

the information on these templates is included in the 

document. 

Space Needs Inventory: Space needs should be 

thoroughly documented and developed in consultation 

with the future users of each space type. Current, as 

well as anticipated, infrastructure or amenities needs 

should be described in detail. Generally, space needs 

should be described in Net Assignable Square Feet 

(NASF). 

Building Summary Form—New Building: Include a 

separate copy of this form for each proposed new 

building. This form is not required for additions to 

existing buildings. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Checklist: Section 3 (cont.) (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Quality Control Plan:   

Summarize quality control measures that will be incorporated into the project delivery process for 

the project. Funding for these measures should be included in the project budget. For example: 

 R  

Building Envelope Commissioning and  HVAC and electrical systems commissioning (design 

review commissioning; commissioning and inspections during construction) 

Building Envelope Analysis, performed during the design phase 

Mock-ups of envelope component systems and pre-installation conferences 

Submittal of a quality control plan by the Contractor and subcontractors 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) for clash detection 

New Buildings Only:   

Provide Building Summary Form—New Building for any proposed new standalone building. This 

form does not apply to additions. 
 R 
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Example Space Inventory Example Space Analysis 
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Example Space Needs Inventory Example A/E program summary 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example Space Needs Inventory Example A/E program diagram 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example adjacency diagrams Example graphic program  

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

Example analysis of site selection alternatives (new construction) 
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Example building construction summary (new construction) 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

Example multi-building project scope diagram 
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Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

An interesting way to depict the scope of a complex, multi-phase project. 
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Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

A “sketchy”-style rendering of a proposed new building and its campus context. 

A “sketchy”-style rendering of an interior remodeled space. 

Example sketch rendering 
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Section 4: Sustainability and 

Energy 

Per Board of Trustees policy 5.17, Minnesota State seeks 

to promote sustainability, consistent with law and 

current executive orders. The applicable statutory 

framework as described below is the minimum 

requirement. For each statutory requirement listed in 

the checklist, the predesign must provide: 

1. A statement indicating whether the project is subject 

to the requirements of the statute; 

2. If statutory requirements apply, provide the analysis 

required by the statute or describe how the project 

will meet the requirements of the statute. 

For most statutes described in this section, “major 

renovation” is defined as a renovation that affects at 

least 10,000 square feet and that includes the 

replacement of the mechanical, ventilation, or cooling 

system of the building or a section of the building. 

If statutes 16B.323, 16B.325, or 16B.326 do not apply to 

your project, the predesign must include a statement 

that the project does not require the analyses or 

documentation required by these statutes. 

Statutory Requirements — Energy 

§16B.32 subd. 1a, Energy Use  

A predesign for a new building or for a renovation of 

50% or more of an existing building or its energy 

systems must consider meeting at least two percent of 

the energy needs of the building from renewable sources 

located on the building site. For purposes of this statute, 

“renewable sources” are limited to wind and the sun. 

The predesign must include an explicit cost and price 

analysis of complying with the two-percent requirement 

compared with the present and future costs of energy 

4: SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY 

Checklist: Section 4 (R = Required Item; O = Optional Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Documentation of Statutory Requirements for Energy:    

MN §16B.32, Subd 1a: Energy Use—2% renewable energy for new buildings or renovation of 50% 
of building/energy systems  (not required by statute, but as part of B3).  

 R 

MN §16B.32, Subd 2: Energy Conservation Goals (may participate in program – not mandatory)  O 

MN §16B.323: Provide cost/benefit analysis of solar energy system (solar photovoltaic modules 
installed in conjunction with a solar thermal system) for new buildings or major renovations, cost 
of up to 5% of the appropriation. 

 R 

MN §16B.325: Sustainable Guidelines (B3) required for new building, major renovation, or where 
the project adds/replaces a stand-alone mechanical system. Include a statement in the predesign 
indicating whether the project must participate in B3 or not, and which version will be used. 

R R 

MN §16B.326: For new buildings, new HVAC systems, or when replacing an HVAC system: Provide 

analysis of geothermal and solar thermal (not solar PV) heating & cooling systems. 
 R 

Energy and Sustainability Narrative:   

Describe energy efficiency and sustainability measures to be included in the project  R 

Estimate and quantify any changes in campus energy consumption as a result of the project (for 
example, “energy costs will decrease by 30%”, or “the new systems will save $300,000 per year”) 

 R 

Summarize Waste Management and Recycling Program Plan for demolition and construction.  R 

Applicability of Energy and Sustainability Statutes (R = Required Item; O = Optional Item) 

Project Type/Scope 
Statute 

16B.32, 1a* 16B.323 16B.325 16B.326 

New, standalone building R (via B3) R R R 

Major renovation ( > 10,000 sq. ft affected) and replaces a heating or 
cooling system 

R (via B3)* R R R 

Minor renovation (<10,000 sq. ft. of building affected or does not 
replace a heating or cooling system) 

O O O O 

Replacement of standalone mechanical system (regardless of building 
renovation scope) 

O O O R 

* For statute 16B.32 subd. 1a only, “major renovation” is defined as any renovation that affects more 
than 50% of a building’s square footage or its energy systems. 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16B.32
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supplied by a public utility from a location away from the building site and the present 

and future costs of controlling carbon emissions. If the analysis concludes that the 

building should not meet at least two percent of its energy needs from renewable 

sources located on the building site, the analysis must provide explicit reasons why 

not. The building may not receive further state appropriations for design or 

construction unless at least two percent of its energy needs are designed to be met 

from renewable sources, unless the commissioner finds that the reasons given by the 

agency for not meeting the two-percent requirement were supported by evidence in 

the record. 

Note: While Minnesota State campuses are exempt from §16B.32 subd. 1a, the 2% 

solar analysis is required by the B3 guidelines. As a result, any project that is required 

to use B3 (new building or major renovation) must complete the analysis and include it 

within the predesign. 

§16B.323 Solar Energy in State Buildings 

A project for the construction or major renovation of a state building, after the 

completion of a cost-benefit analysis, may include installation of solar energy systems 

of up to 300 kilowatts capacity on, adjacent, or in proximity to the state building. The 

capacity of a solar energy system must be less than 300 kilowatts to the extent 

necessary to match the electrical load of the building, or the capacity must be no more 

than necessary to keep the costs for the installation below the five percent maximum 

set by statute. The cost of the solar energy system must not exceed five percent (5%) 

of the appropriations from the bond proceeds fund for the construction or renovation 

of the state building. Purchase and installation of a solar thermal system may account 

for no more than 25 percent of the cost of a solar energy system installation. A project 

subject to this section is ineligible to receive a rebate for the installation of a solar 

energy system under section 116C.7791 or from any utility. 

The use of solar energy systems is strongly encouraged within Minnesota State. All 

projects for major renovations or the construction of a new building must include a 

solar photovoltaic analysis as described on this page. 

Solar Photovoltaic System  

Provide a cost/benefit calculation using the B3 Levelized Cost of Energy Calculator 

(http://www.b3mn.org/guidelines/3-0/ea/) for predesigns and include a detailed 

explanation of why a PV solar system will/will not be incorporated into the project. 

4: SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY 

16B.325 Sustainable Building Guidelines—New Buildings and Major 

Renovations (B3 Guidelines) 

The B3 Guidelines are applied to the design of new buildings or major renovations to 

meet sustainability goals for site, water, energy, indoor environment, materials and 

waste. The guidelines can also be used on a voluntary basis on any project. By using 

the B3 Guidelines, projects will automatically be applying the SB 2030 Energy Standard.  

Minnesota State has elected to apply B3 to all Revenue Fund projects. 

Per agreement with the MN Dept. of Administration, the following will apply to 

Minnesota State predesigns for projects that are required to use B3: 

 The version of the B3 Guidelines that applies to the project is the version in 

effect when the most recent predesign was completed. 

 The project will not be entered into the B3 tracking tool and begin tracking 

guidelines items until the project is funded for design and begins the design 

process. 

 After funding is received and immediately prior to beginning Schematic 

Design, a project using B3 must complete any applicable guidelines items 

required during predesign. 

§16B.326 Heating and Cooling Systems, State-Funded Buildings (Geothermal, 

Solar Thermal) 

All projects that receive any state funding for replacement of heating or cooling 

systems must include, within the predesign, a study for geothermal and solar 

thermal applications as possible uses for heating or cooling. This study must provide 

a cost/benefit calculation for geothermal and solar thermal applications, and an 

explanation of why each system will or will not part of the project. When practicable, 

geothermal and solar thermal heating and cooling systems must be considered when 

designing, planning, or letting bids for necessary replacement or initial installation of 

cooling or heating systems in new or existing buildings that are constructed or 

maintained with state funds. 

If your project includes the replacement of a heating or cooling system, the predesign 

must include a written plan for compliance with this state statute. The predesign must 

analyze the feasibility of geothermal and solar thermal systems. 

Definition: "Solar thermal" means a flat plate or evacuated tube with a fixed 

orientation that collects the sun's radiant energy and transfers it to a storage medium 

for distribution as energy for heating and cooling. 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16B.323&year=2017
http://www.b3mn.org/guidelines/3-0/ea/
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16B.325
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16B.325
http://www.b3mn.org/2030energystandard
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16B.326
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16B.326
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Example renewable energy analysis 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

4: SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY 

Example renewable energy analysis 
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Example alternative energy analysis (from MN Dept. of Administration) 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

4: SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY 
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Example waste management plan 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

4: SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY 
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*To calculate design and construction dates for HEAPR and Capital Budget projects, assume funding will be 
available on July 1 of the bonding year.  

5: FINANCIAL INFORMATION — CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

Checklist: Section 5 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Estimate of project costs:   

Summarize project costs* (without inflation/escalation): Design fees; project management; 

construction and demolition costs; percent for art; and occupancy costs (including FF&E). 
R R 

Identify all project funding sources: capital (GO) bonding, revenue bonding, grants, donations, etc. R R 

Provide current construction cost estimate  R 

Capital Budget Request (GO bonding) projects only: Identify the midpoint of construction*  R 

Costs Narrative:   

Describe the basis for the cost estimate: What factors were used to determine square foot costs? 
What assumptions is the cost estimate based upon? What uncertainties could affect the project 
costs in the future? 

 R 

Reference other cost estimations or relevant cost histories (i.e. comparable campuses or related 
facilities whose construction cost is relevant to the current project) 

 R 

Describe any budget and schedule impact for atypical considerations specific to this project  R 

For Capital Budget projects only: Describe any private use of the project spaces (complete the 
Private Use Questionnaire in Narrative file) 

 R 

Describe academic schedule options and construction sequencing as a means to optimize 
construction dollars; include alternative schedules that affect the scope or cost of the project 

 R 

Describe how the campus has explored alternative funding sources, matching funds, or 
partnerships with businesses or other agencies/institutions for equipment, technology, or related 
capital.  

  

Identify recommended project delivery method (Design-Bid-Build or Construction Manager @ 
Risk) and describe why this method should be used 

 R 

Identify costs for hazardous material work/clean-up (asbestos abatement, fuel tank removal, 
removal of contaminated soils); note that all project sites for new buildings or additions must 
have a Phase I environmental study completed if the site was previously developed. 

 R 

Identifying and Mitigating Risks:   

Describe any significant risks identified for the project (see lists on following page) and explain 
how the project will mitigate those risks 

 R 

Identify any additional contingencies in the project budget/schedule to mitigate anticipated risks  R 

For Revenue Fund projects only:   

Provide financial pro forma (see Facilities website for template)  R 

Section 5: Financial Information—
Capital Expenditures 

Provide a narrative explaining major costs outlined in the 

Project Workbook (provided separately). Explain how the 

estimated cost for the project was determined. The cost 

estimate should be based on costs for recently 

constructed similar buildings or project scopes. If the 

proposed project costs do not follow historical cost 

patterns, explain why they differ and how the project 

costs were determined. 

Note: Please do not include a copy of the Project 

Workbook (.xls file) within the predesign. Campus 

personnel should submit the Workbook separately. 

In addition to the construction cost, summarize the full 

project cost and how these costs will affect campus 

budgets. Consider alternate or modified funding 

mechanisms, such as community, campus, or other 

potential funding sources.  

Costs and inflation (escalation): Cost estimates should 

detail costs in current (today’s) prices; an inflation factor 

set by the state (the MMB multiplier) will be applied to 

the project costs based on the midpoint of construction 

and updated throughout the project request process. 

This inflation factor is based on forecasts of future trends 

in construction costs. If design will be done as a separate 

phase (for example, when design is funded in one 

biennium and construction is funded in a subsequent 

biennium), the design fees in Phase 1 are not subject to 

inflation. Inflation is not calculated for HEAPR projects. 
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Additional costs to consider 

Beyond the design, project management, and construction costs, many additional 

costs contribute to the total cost of a project. 

When preparing the cost estimate, consider potential additional costs from these 

sources: 

 Relocation costs: These costs (moving, temporary storage, etc.) are not bondable; 

campuses should be prepared to cover these costs from campus funds. 

 Project Delivery Method (Construction Manager at Risk or Design-Bid-Build)  

 Owner’s Project Representative  

 Commissioning (HVAC, electrical, building envelope), including design review, 

mockups and inspections during construction 

 HVAC & electrical systems commissioning – Design review and inspections  

 Specialty design consultants and systems (Security, Acoustics, Food Service, Lab, 

etc.)  

 Site/land acquisition or development (roads, curbs, parking, lighting, landscaping, 

site amenities, site signage, utility infrastructure capacity)  

 Site surveys or geotechnical Investigations  

 Minnesota Sustainable Building Design Guidelines (B3) and additional 

sustainability costs (additional service by design team)  

 Building Information Modeling 

 Sewer/Water Access Charges (SAC & WAC)  

 Building permits and inspections costs  

 Deconstruction/salvage as part of demolition  

 Insurance and bond costs to be borne by the contractor  

 Phasing (or interrupted schedules) or schedules requiring overtime  or winter 

conditions 

 Temporary utilities and facilities  

 Facility and site restrictions or conditions that affect costs; investigate whether the 

site has sufficient utility infrastructure sizing to accommodate the new project.  

 Hazardous Material testing and abatement (asbestos, lead paint, mold, PCBs, etc.)  

5: FINANCIAL INFORMATION — CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

Identifying and Mitigating Risks 

When preparing the cost estimate and project schedule, consider the following 

potential risks; within the predesign, describe risks identified for the project and 

explain how the project will mitigate those risks. 

Site risks for new buildings or significant additions: 

 Zoning ordinances; design standards and setback requirements; parking/sf ratios; 

green space or natural amenities to be preserved 

 Easements, both existing and what will be required for new development  

 Stakeholders - local/community 

 Site/location factors such as soil type, climate and topography  

 Potential issues with the surrounding neighborhood or facilities.  

 Vibration, or other monitoring during construction  

 Utility infrastructure capacity, extension or relocation issues  

 Environmental regulations and site mitigation 

 Wetlands and shoreline impacts 

 Shoreline jurisdiction issues  

 Other regulatory requirements, such as Department of Natural Resources permits  

 Site access issues, parking and access issues  

 Historical and/or archaeological considerations  

 Site compatibility with sustainability requirements and possible costs  

Potential design and construction risks for all projects: 

 Building codes and updates to building codes 

 Bidding climate  

 Labor/trades availability  

 Labor/trade bargaining agreements coming due during the construction time 

(strike potential) 

 Availability and delivery lead time of materials or components 

 Impact if construction is not completed by a critical date, e.g. if operations are 

moving from a leased location into the new construction and the leases have an 

expiration date, or if classes must use a space starting on a certain date.  
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Example project costs summary 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

5: FINANCIAL INFORMATION — CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

Example cost modeling analysis 
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Example analysis of comparable cost estimates 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

5: FINANCIAL INFORMATION — CAPITAL EXPENDITURES: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Section 6: Financial Information—
Ongoing operating expenditures 

Describe the ongoing operational costs and compare 

those costs with current levels of funding for operations, 

maintenance, and staffing. Address campus debt 

capacity, both in general and specifically for the 

proposed project. The campus should verify current and 

proposed debt information with the system office 

Financial Services Director.  

Note: Please do not include a copy of any worksheets 

from the Project Workbook (.xls file) within the predesign. 

Campus staff should submit the Workbook separately. 

 

6: FINANCIAL INFORMATION — ONGOING OPERATING EXPENSES 

Checklist: Section 6 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Operating Expenses   

Describe and quantify the project's effects on the campus operating costs: estimate staffing levels 
as well as associated costs for building repair, replacement and maintenance (such as impact of 
additional maintenance engineers).  

 R 

Identify alternative operating funding sources, such as Guaranteed Energy Savings Program 

(GESP); describe specifically what would be accomplished by the alternative funding. 
 R 

Debt Service and Campus Finances   

Describe the effects of this project on the campus’s total debt service and the campus’s financial 
status. 

 R 

Identify whether the campus is subject to a Financial Recovery Plan and, if so, how the campus 

plans to remove itself from the Financial Recovery Plan status. 
 R 

Life Expectancy of Project Components   

Briefly summarize the expected lifespan of the project’s major new components or systems: 
sitework/utilities; building envelope; structural system; HVAC, mechanical, electrical, and fire 
protection systems; major FF&E elements; etc.   

 R 

If any project components (major equipment, for example) have a relatively short life expectancy, 

describe the campus’s plans to fund refurbishment or replacement of the components 
 R 
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Example operating expenses analysis 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

6: ONGOING OPERATING EXPENSES: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 

Example analysis of energy efficiency impacts 

Example analysis of life cycle costs 
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Example operating expenses analysis 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

6: ONGOING OPERATING EXPENSES: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Section 7: Schedule 

Graphically convey a realistic schedule that balances the 

construction process with academic needs and the 

capital budget cycle. The schedule should allow for 

design review periods after each design stage that will 

allow the campus and system office to thoroughly review 

and approve the design documents and cost estimates. 

Allow at least 4 weeks of review time for Schematic 

Design. 

If alternative project delivery options are available, 

describe them and how these options affect the 

schedule. 

The schedule should accommodate owner-related 

functions such as: 

 Develop land to provide needed utility services. 

 Environmental assessments or impact statements 

 Owner-required shut-downs 

 Secured access by contractors (work within a secure 

facility will extend the construction schedule due to 

entry/exit inspections, tool inventories, and security 

functions which typically reduce actual hours worked 

per day). 

 Owner and system office review of documents 

 Regulatory reviews (codes, Health Dept., 

environmental, etc.). 

 Material delivery lead times. 

7: SCHEDULE 

Checklist: Section 7 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Graphic Schedule   

Show a graphic schedule (using a bar or Gantt chart) for all project stages; include time for design 
review, haz. mat. abatement, phasing, relocation/moving, potential long-lead-time materials, etc.  

R R 

The graphic schedule must include, at a minimum, the following milestone dates: Funding 

received*; designer selection; design start and completion; bidding/award (if using Design/Bid/

Build project delivery) or Construction Manager selection (for CM@R); construction start; 

midpoint of construction; substantial completion/move-in. 

 R 

HEAPR and Capital Budget projects: If the project may receive funds from more than one capital 
bonding cycle, indicate a proposed funding sequence. The campus should plan to work with the 
system office to resolve potential scheduling issues with the State Designer Selection Board, if 
required 

R R 

Schedule Narrative   

Describe project options or phasing that could accommodate limitations in funding.  R 

Swing space plan: Detail how areas of renovation/construction will be vacated prior to 
construction (if applicable); describe how existing programs, faculty/staff offices, and other spaces 
will be moved and/or accommodated during the construction process. Identify any required 
temporary leasing of off-campus space. 

 R 

Identify any scheduling risks (bidding environment, long lead time items, etc.) that might affect 
the schedule; describe how the schedule can accommodate delays or disruptions 

 R 

*For GO bond (Capital Budget) and HEAPR projects, assume funding will be available July 1 of the 
applicable bonding year. 
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Example bar schedule 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

7: SCHEDULE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Example phasing plan 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

7: SCHEDULE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Section 8: Occupancy Plan 

Planning for furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FF&E) 

and technology infrastructure and use is an important 

part of the predesign process. It’s also important to plan 

how to fund the future refurbishment or replacement of 

furnishings and equipment. 

Be sure to consult with the campus’s IT staff to ensure 

technology needs are adequately described and their 

costs are properly estimated. 

8: OCCUPANCY PLAN 

Checklist: Section 8 (R = Required Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Narrative   

If FF&E is a major component of the project (for example, in Active Learning Classrooms or 
technology labs), summarize how FF&E will contribute to achieving the project goals 

 R 

Summarize the infrastructure or utilities needs of any major equipment or technology in the 
project. Is existing infrastructure sufficient for these needs? 

 R 

Summarize existing Information Technology Plan and as it impacts this project  R 

Describe how the project will improve or accommodate existing and future infrastructure. R R 

Describe how the project will use technology to achieve the project goals.  R 

If the project will include Active Learning classrooms or other technology-enhanced classrooms/
labs, describe how the campus plans to ensure faculty are trained in the use of the technology or 
equipment, and describe any plans for ongoing training or peer mentorship in optimizing the use 
of technology. 

 R 

Describe equipment or technology alternatives or options studied that would affect the project 
budget. 

 R 
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Example technology master plan summary Example technology narrative 

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data. 

8: OCCUPANCY PLAN: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS 
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Section 9: Appendix 

The Appendix contains important administrative, 

facilities, and program information related to the 

predesign and serves as a useful reference for campus 

administration and facilities staff.  

9: APPENDIX 

Checklist: Section 9 (R = Required Item; O = Optional Item) 
50% 
Draft 

95% 
Draft 

Appendix Items   

Meeting minutes  O 

Pertinent sections of Academic Master Plan  R 

Pertinent sections of Strategic Plan  R 

Pertinent sections of Information Technology Master Plan  R 

Pertinent sections of Comprehensive Facilities Plan  R 

Campus-generated space utilization (EMS Campus) reports for all buildings/areas affected by this 
project 

 R 

VFA.facility (formerly FRRM/Capital Renewal/Sightlines) data for affected building(s)  R 

B3 Benchmarking data for affected building(s)  R 

Workforce or demographic data relevant to this project  O 

Other studies or related supporting information  O 
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Eligible Projects  

As a general principle, Minnesota State seeks to keep colleges and university 
students, faculty and staff safe, warm and dry. State statute outlines the types 
of projects that qualify for HEAPR funding, which include: 

 Code compliance including health and safety  

 Americans with Disabilities Act requirements  

 Hazardous material abatement 

 Access improvement, or air quality improvement  

 Building energy efficiency improvements using current best practices  

 Building or infrastructure repairs necessary to preserve the interior and 

exterior of existing buildings, or  

 Renewal to support the existing programmatic mission of the campuses 

(From Minn. Stat. 135A.046, Subd. 2.) 

Prioritization  

 Facilities Condition Index. Minnesota State maintains a facilities condition 

index that measures backlog and future renewal needs. The condition 

index is updated annually and serves as a framework for asset preservation 

requests and used as general guidance when evaluating the priority of 

campus HEAPR projects.  

 Campus Priorities. Minnesota State colleges and universities each evaluate 

and monitor their actual building conditions through a variety of means, 

such as roof surveys, engineering studies and through monitoring energy 

and water consumption.  

 

HEAPR: ELIGIBLE PROJECTS/PRIORITIZATION 

Minnesota State considers the following five factors when prioritizing overall 
system-wide HEAPR requests:  

1. Safety and security. A building system or circumstance that poses an 
impending threat or harm to the safety of students, faculty, and staff. For 
example, securing loose bricks on the exterior of the building, or repairing 
a boiler or piping system that is at risk of rupture or failure.  

2. Code, compliance or identified obligation. Imminent enforcement actions 
or fines for failure to comply that can’t otherwise be covered by campus 
operating funds. For example, projects that would bring campus facilities 
into compliance with the latest ADA or OSHA requirements.  

3. Imminent facility system failure. Where there is no suitable back up option 
and failure will directly halt or severely impact space or operations. For 
example, a roof failure that causes water to flow into a classroom, library 
or lab, making the space unusable, or replacement parts are no longer 
being manufactured for a boiler system.  

4. Integral part of state system needs and/or leverages other funds. A 
situation where the college or university may have other sources of funds 
and where leveraging HEAPR dollars is advantageous. For example, if the 
college or university uses performance contracts to improve energy 
efficiency, there may be advantage to leveraging HEAPR dollars at the 
same time.  

5. Supporting academic programming. Where a companion capital project 
requires additional building infrastructure needs, such as power or 
specialized air handling, to accomplish the program objectives. Examples 
include enhanced building systems to accommodate welding, automotive 
and chemistry programs or the need to establish a centralized plant to 
accommodate steam or other specialized needs. 

HEAPR (Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement) Full and Limited-Scope Predesigns 
This section outlines requirements and instructions for HEAPR projects as well as checklists for required items to be included in a full or limited scope HEAPR predesign 

document. 
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Overview: HEAPR Predesigns 

All HEAPR projects require a predesign. HEAPR projects with construction costs over 

$750,000 must submit a full predesign containing all sections and checklist items listed 

on the following pages. HEAPR projects with estimated construction costs between 

$50,000 and $750,000, as well as demolition-only projects, may submit a limited scope 

predesign. This type of predesign describes a project that only affects a small part of a 

building or a building system (HVAC, fire protection, building envelope, etc.); its 

requirements are listed in the “Lim.” column of the following checklists. Sections 

within a limited scope predesign are typically less extensive than those of a full 

predesign. If the predesign omits a required section or checklist item, the document 

must discuss why that section or item was not included. 

Within the section checklists, required forms or letters are identified in bolded italics. 

Sample templates can be found at the end of this document; downloadable versions 

are available at the Facilities website. 

Exception for roof projects: HEAPR projects for roof repair or replacement do not 

require a separate predesign. Instead, campuses should submit to the CBR SharePoint 

site: 

 HEAPR Project Budget Worksheet 

 The current Roof Spec roof report for the project. 

(If the Roof Spec report is more than 3 years old, it may need updating. Contact the 

system office for assistance.) 

 

*Cover letter from consultant must include architect or engineer’s 
certification with date, signature, and consultant’s Minnesota license 
number; see template on page 66. 

HEAPR PREDESIGNS: OVERVIEW / FRONT MATTER 

Checklist: HEAPR Front Matter Lim. Full 

Title/Cover Page R R 

Cover letter from consultant R R 

Table of Contents R R 

Lim.: Limited scope predesign 
Full: Full predesign 
R: Required Item 

http://finance.mnscu.edu/facilities/planning-programming/predesign/index.html
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Checklist: HEAPR Section 1: Executive Summary Lim. Full 

Brief description of project: Scope, size, cost, schedule, 
stakeholders, why is the project needed, how will the project 
be delivered 

R R 

Description of how the project is funded R R 

Summary of major facilities issues affected by the project: 
Deferred maintenance/renewal, sustainability, B3 Guidelines 
adherence, renewable energy, etc. 

R R 

Cost breakdown: Demolition, new construction, renovation, 
renewal 

R R 

Summary of project schedule, including milestone dates and 
funding 

R R 

Costs and schedules for all project phases, if project includes 
multiple phases 

R R 

List of past appropriations (for previous phases). R R 

Summary of backlog reduction  R 

HEAPR PREDESIGNS: SECTIONS 1 AND 2 CHECKLISTS 

Lim.: Limited scope predesign 
Full: Full predesign 
R = Required Item 
O = Optional Item 

Checklist: HEAPR Section 2: Project Background Lim. Full 

Describe where this project fits in the campus Comprehensive 
Facilities Plan; provide context for any changes between the 
CFP and this proposed project 

 R 

Sustainability highlights: Sustainable concepts or technologies 
that may be used by this project 

 R 

Existing Conditions—provide Building Summary Form—Existing 

Building, to include: 
  

Existing facilities systems summary: For each building or major 

area affected by the project, provide key facilities 

performance indicators (including CRV, backlog, FCI, and 5-

year renewal) 

 R 

Existing floor plans for buildings/spaces affected by the 

project; indicate space use (departments/academic units, 

circulation, mechanical spaces, etc.) 

 R 

Briefly summarize existing mechanical, electrical, plumbing, 

infrastructure, and fire suppression systems and issues 
O R 

Summarize haz. mat. abatement needs and other 

environmental concerns 
O R 

Captioned photos of existing spaces or equipment affected by 

the project 
 R 
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Checklist: HEAPR Section 3: Project Description Lim. Full 

Detailed description of project scope (include in Appendix any 
supporting materials, drawings, meeting minutes, or studies ) 

R R 

Graphics and maps: Aerial map, conceptual drawings for 
proposed project, or other graphics that help describe the 
project 

R R 

Description of project's infrastructure effects or needs  R 

Analysis of project alternatives and options related to cost 
options, phasing, etc. 

 R 

Description of past actions that affect the project (self-funded 
renovations by the campus, etc.) 

R R 

Description of how the project will address any COPE issues 
(see Definitions for description of COPE). 

 R 

Description of project phasing (if applicable), including 
temporary relocations/swing space needs, and effects on 
operating budget 

R R 

Bibliography: List of applicable codes, standards, cited 
research, and other publications referenced. 

 R 

HEAPR PREDESIGNS: SECTIONS 1 AND 2 CHECKLISTS 

Checklist: HEAPR Section 4: Sustainability and 
Energy 

Lim. Full 

Documentation of Statutory Requirements for Energy:    

MN §16B.32, Subd 1a: Energy Use—2% renewable energy for 
new buildings or renovation of 50% of building/energy 
systems  (not required by statute, but part of B3) 

O R 

MN §16B.32, Subd 2: Energy Conservation Goals (may 
participate in program – not mandatory) 

O O 

MN §16B.323: Provide cost/benefit analysis of solar energy 
system (solar photovoltaic modules installed in conjunction 
with a solar thermal system) for new buildings or major 
renovations, cost of up to 5% of the appropriation. 

O R 

MN §16B.325: Sustainable Guidelines (B3) required for new 
building, major renovation, or where the project adds/
replaces a stand-alone mechanical system. 

 R 

MN §16B.326: For new buildings, new HVAC systems, or when 

replacing an HVAC system: Provide analysis of geothermal and 

solar thermal heating & cooling systems. 

R R 

Energy and Sustainability Narrative:   

Campus B3 Benchmarking data  R 

Waste Management and Recycling Program Plan for 
demolition and construction 

 R 

Sustainability highlights: Sustainable concepts or technologies 
that may be used by this project 

O R 

Applicability of Energy and Sustainability Statutes 

HEAPR Project Type/Scope 
Statute 

16B.32, 1a 16B.323 16B.325 16B.326 

Minor renovation (<10,000 sq. ft./less than 50% of building affected or 
does not replace a heating or cooling system) 

O O O O 

Replacement of standalone mechanical system (regardless of building 
renovation scope) 

O O O R 

Lim.: Limited scope predesign 
Full: Full predesign 
R = Required Item 
O = Optional Item 
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Checklist: HEAPR Section 5: Capital Expenditures Lim. Full 

Estimate of project costs:   

Break down total project cost: Design fees; project 

management; construction and demolition costs. 
R R 

Provide current construction cost estimate R R 

Cost Narrative:   

Identify all project funding sources: HEAPR funding, grants, 
donations, etc. 

R R 

Describe any budget and schedule impact for atypical 

considerations specific to this project 
R R 

Reference other cost estimations (i.e. comparable campuses 

or regional facilities whose construction cost is relevant to the 

current project) 

 R 

Identify costs for hazardous material work/clean-up (asbestos 
abatement, fuel tank removal, removal of contaminated soils). 

R R 

HEAPR PREDESIGNS: SECTIONS 1 AND 2 CHECKLISTS 

Checklist: HEAPR Section 6: Operating Expenses Lim. Full 

Describe and quantify the project's effects on the campus 
operating costs: estimate staffing levels as well as associated 
costs for building repair, replacement and maintenance (such 
as impact of additional maintenance engineers). Estimate 
operating costs for energy (HVAC, electrical and other 
utilities). 

R R 

Identify alternative operating funding sources, such as GESP 

(Guaranteed Energy Savings Program); describe specifically 

what would be accomplished by the alternative funding. 

R R 

Provide 5-year projection of operating costs that identifies 
major categories of expenditures and identifies associated 
revenue sources. 

 R 

Lim.: Limited scope predesign 
Full: Full predesign 
R = Required Item 
O = Optional Item 
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Lim.: Limited scope predesign 
Full: Full predesign 
R = Required Item 
O = Optional Item 

Checklist: HEAPR Section 7: Schedule Lim. Full 

Graphically convey (bar or Gantt chart) a realistic schedule for 
all project stages; include time for haz mat abatement, 
phasing, relocation/moving, potential long-lead-time 
materials, etc.  

R R 

Identify project options or phasing that could accommodate 
limitations in funding 

 R 

Indicate a proposed funding sequence if the project may 
receive funds from more than one capital appropriation cycle. 

R R 

Checklist: HEAPR Section 8: Technology Plan Lim. Full 

Summarize existing Information Technology Plan and 
Information Technology infrastructure as it impacts this 
project 

 R 

Describe how this project will improve or address problems 
with existing and future technology infrastructure. 

 R 

Describe technology alternatives or options studied that 
would affect the project budget. 

 R 

Checklist: HEAPR Section 9: Appendix Lim. Full 

Meeting minutes (if applicable)  R 

Pertinent sections of Information Technology Master Plan  R 

Pertinent sections of Comprehensive Facilities Plan  R 

VFA.facility data for affected building(s)  R 

B3 Benchmarking data for affected building(s)  R 

Other studies or related supporting information O O 
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Definitions 
NOTE: "Owner" refers to the State of Minnesota. 

Architectural/engineering (A/E) program: A written 

statement setting forth design objectives, constraints and 

criteria for a project, including space requirements and 

relationships, flexibility and expandability, special 

equipment and systems, and site requirements, if 

applicable. 

Asset Preservation: The state’s capital budget guidelines 

describe it as "committing necessary resources to 

preserving, repair, or adaptive re-use of current assets." 

Renewal in this context is defined as "expenditures to 

keep the physical plant in reliable operating condition for 

its present use, without programmatic change." Higher 

Education systems are governed under Minn. Stat. 

§135A.046, Asset Preservation and Replacement, which 

further defines the categories of asset preservation and 

replacement. See HEAPR.  

B3: Buildings, Benchmarks and Beyond: B3 refers to two 

component items designed to reduce energy 

consumption in public buildings – building sustainability 

requirements and energy benchmarking. The B3 

Sustainable Building Guidelines are statutory 

requirements applicable to all new buildings and major 

renovations of 10,000 sq. ft. or more that include 

replacement of HVAC. Guidelines are available at 

www.b3mn.org/guidelines/index.html. Energy 

benchmarking is found here: mn.b3benchmarking.com/

default.aspx . 

Building Operating Expenses: Costs related to the 

operations of the physical building such as maintenance, 

utilities, security, repair and alteration, and any other 

costs associated with the building operations.  

Capital project: A project for construction, renovation, 

major repair/replacement, and/or land acquisition, 

such that the total cost is “capitalized” on the books of 

the college or university under traditional accounting 

standards. Capital projects are normally authorized and 

funded by the state legislature, through the sale of tax 

exempt state general obligation bonds. The state of 

Minnesota carries 2/3 of the cost of the bonds for 

higher education capital projects, while the Minnesota 

State system picks up 1/3 of the cost of the costs. (1/6 

of the total debt service is paid by the system as a 

whole; the remaining 1/6 cost is paid by the institution 

gaining the project.) A capital project includes all costs 

associated with delivery of that project: design, 

construction, demolition, testing, inspection, furniture 

and furnishings, equipment, land acquisition, and 

project management. 

Changes in State Operating Costs: The project's impact 

on the agency's operating budget over a six-year 

period. This requirement is mandated by state statutes 

(Minn. Stat. §16A.105, sec. 5, subd. 5). Both direct and 

indirect costs should be identified for the current and 

future biennia including, but not limited to, staffing 

costs, program/service costs, and increased building 

operation and utility expenses. These costs should 

reflect the agency budget associated with the request. 

Commissioning: A basic four-part process verifying the 

project program through design and construction, the 

interaction and training process for facility personnel, 

the correction of project deficiencies, and the recording 

of warranties and guarantees. 

Construction:  The phase of the project where 

construction trades build the new facility, or renovate 

or repair the existing facility.  Construction is normally 

accomplished through one contract with one general 

contractor, thereby minimizing risk to the owner. 

However, two or more contracts may be used to 

facilitate progress, e.g. an early contract for asbestos 

removal, site work and utilities; or a later contract for a 

parking lot, landscaping, or ancillary items able to be 

funded through cost savings over the life of the project.  

Construction normally represents about 70% of the total 

project cost. 

Construction Cost: The total cost or estimated cost to 

the Owner of all elements of the project designed or 

specified by the design team (architect and/or engineer). 

It does not include the compensation of the architect and 

the architect's consultants, the cost of land, rights-of-

way, financing, or other costs that remain the 

responsibility of the owner. 

Construction Contingency: An amount of money set 

aside for unforeseen conditions in a construction project. 

The amount can vary from 2% to 3% in new construction 

to 5% to 10% in projects of a remodeling nature, based 

on project size and complexity. Differences in localized 

costs, design contingencies, or other items should be 

factored into the general construction cost. 

Construction Management: Management services 

provided to an owner of a project during the design and/

or construction stage by a person or entity possessing 

requisite training and experience. These services may 

include advice on the time and cost consequences of 

design and construction decisions, scheduling, cost 

control, coordination of contract negotiations and 

awards, timely purchasing of critical materials and long- 

lead items, and coordination of construction activities. 

DEFINITIONS 

http://www.b3mn.org/guidelines/index.html
mn.b3benchmarking.com/default.aspx
mn.b3benchmarking.com/default.aspx
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Contract Administration: The duties and responsibilities 

of the architect and owner’s representative during the 

construction stage. 

COPE: The four property risk characteristics an 

underwriter reviews when evaluating a submission for 

property insurance: Construction (e.g., frame, masonry, 

masonry veneer, superior construction, mixed—

masonry/frame); Occupancy (how the building is being 

used for commercial property and whether it is owner-

occupant or renter-occupied for homeowners and the 

number of families for which the building is designed); 

Protection (e.g., quality of the responding fire 

department including whether it is paid or volunteer, 

adequacy of water pressure and water supply in the 

community, distance of the structure to the nearest fire 

station, quality of the fire hydrant, and the distance of 

the structure to the nearest hydrant); and Exposure (risks 

of loss posed by neighboring property or the surrounding 

area, taking into consideration what is located near the 

property, such as an office building, a subdivision, or a 

fireworks factory). (From irmi.com.) 

Debt service: Payments made by the state for principal, 

interest and issuance costs for the 20-year general 

obligation bonds. The college or university benefiting 

from the project pays one-sixth (1/6) of the debt service 

on authorized projects except Higher Education Asset 

Preservation and Replacement funding (HEAPR).  The 

Minnesota State system as a whole pays another 1/6 of 

the debt service, leaving 2/3 of the debt service to be 

paid by the State of Minnesota. 

Deferred Maintenance and Repair Backlog (“Backlog”): 

Necessary facilities renewal work that has not been 

accomplished and has been deferred due to lack of 

funding. It is forecast by the VFA.facility tool (formerly 

FRRM). This is often referred to as “deferred 

maintenance” which can give the mistaken impression 

that work has been deferred due to inattentiveness to 

maintenance or repair. A better term is “deferred 

capital renewal.” Items in backlog run the gamut from 

being in marginal condition, to being obsolete where 

replacement parts are no longer available, to failing or 

already-failed condition that will require expensive 

repairs in the future. Backlog represents the existing (or 

extrapolated) estimated costs associated with major 

maintenance, repair and replacement requirements for 

buildings, grounds, fixed equipment and infrastructure. 

The total equals the amount of funding that is needed 

for a facility or entire campus to be “whole and at 

current value.” It does not include work that is 

associated with program or academic improvements. 

Note the word ‘deferred’ is used only in that lack of 

funding creates this ‘deferred’ condition and does not 

imply that the campus has willingly chosen to not 

maintain the physical plant. 

Demolition/Decommissioning Costs: Cost for razing a 

facility or removing from service permanently. 

Hazardous material abatement associated with this 

action shall be itemized separately under the Hazardous 

Material Abatement category but included in the total 

cost of the project budget. 

Design: The stage in the development of a project 

during which schematic, design development, and 

contract documents are produced. The three stages of 

design are described below: 

 Schematic Design: Drawings and other documents 

illustrating the scale and relationship of project 

components. 

 Design Development: The stage of the architect's 

services in which the architect prepares, based on 

the approved schematic design studies, the design 

development documents for submission to the 

owner for the owner's approval. 

 Construction Documents: The final stage of design 

that completes documents that include the 

agreement between the owner and contractor, 

conditions of the contract (general, supplementary, 

and others), drawings, specifications, and addenda 

issued prior to execution of the contract, other 

documents listed in the agreement and 

modifications issued after execution of the contract. 

Design Fees: These design services include normal 

architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical 

engineering services that cover the schematic, design 

development, contract documents, bidding, and 

construction administration stages of a construction 

project. Reimbursable items, additional services and 

specialty consultants may be added. 

F.T.E. Personnel: The number of full time equivalent 

employees associated with this request. 

Facility Condition Index (FCI): A ratio to measure the 

physical condition of a building, or entire campus, with 

the value of deferred maintenance and repair divided by 

the replacement plant value. Minnesota State considers 

an FCI less than 5% (0.05) “excellent”, 5% to 15% as 

“good”, 15% to 30% as “average”, 30% to 50% as “poor”, 

and over 50% as “crisis.” Through the VFA.facility (FRRM) 

documentation, the system has been tracking conditions 

since 2005.  

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E): Items not 

normally permanently attached to the structure but that 

are considered a bondable cost and not part of the 

construction costs. Office systems furniture is an 

DEFINITIONS 
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example. Most FF&E is purchased by the college or 

university using recommendations from the project 

architect, MinnCor (prison industries), or local 

preferences and sources. Computers and other 

technology equipment may also be procured this way as 

part of the project.  

General Obligation (G.O.) Bonds: Bonds issued by the 

state for capital projects in accordance with the 

Minnesota Constitution and implementing statutes. 

Secured by a pledge of the state’s full faith, credit and 

taxing authority towards payment of the principal and 

interest on the bonds when due. 

Guaranteed Energy Savings Program (GESP): A financing 

and construction strategy using energy and operational 

savings achieved through 1) the installation of energy 

efficient and renewable energy equipment and 2) 

implementation of operational best practices to finance 

the cost of building retrofit and renewal projects, with no 

net cost increase to the public entity. Although GESP has 

been in existence for many years, the state has recently 

prioritized the use of the GESP through the Department 

of Commerce program.  

Hazardous Material Abatement: Any costs associated 

with the encapsulation or abatement of hazardous 

materials in structures associated with the construction 

project. 

Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement 

(HEAPR) (“hee-per”). The HEAPR program, defined in 

Minnesota Statutes Chapter 135A.046, focuses on 

facilities maintenance and repair needs that are capital in 

nature and unable to be funded through the campus 

operating budget. HEAPR also includes funding for 

compliance with life safety and building codes; 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements; 

hazardous material abatement and indoor air quality 

improvements; and facilities renewal in support of 

existing programs. As a part of the capital budget, 

HEAPR is usually expressed as a total, lump-sum 

requirement for appropriation purposes with a detailed 

campus-by-campus project list provided as backup 

information. HEAPR, since its inception in 1992, has 

been funded by general obligation bonds. The state 

covers the entire debt service of HEAPR with no debt 

service obligation on behalf of the Minnesota State 

system. 

Inflation (escalation): The rate that cost of 

construction increases over the duration of the project, 

calculated to the midpoint of construction. See MN 

Management & Budget Multiplier. 

Infrastructure/Roads/Utilities Costs: Costs for the 

construction or enhancements to infrastructure/roads/

grounds/utilities beyond the site perimeter. 

Life cycle costing: Life cycle costing is a method of 

calculating the total cost of ownership over the life span 

of the asset. Initial cost and all subsequent expected 

costs of significance are included in the calculations as 

well as disposal value and any other quantifiable 

benefits to be derived. 

MN Management & Budget Multiplier: Inflation 

(escalation) factor referenced in the most current 

biennial Capital Budget Instructions. From Minnesota 

Management & Budget (formerly the Department of 

Finance). 

Nonstate-Owned Lease Expenses: All the costs related 

to a commercially leased facility. This would include the 

lease (rental) cost, tenant (leasehold) improvements, 

security, and any other costs associated with an agency 

leasing a commercial facility.  

Occupancy: The purpose for which a building, or part 

thereof, is used or intended to be used.  

One Percent for Art: An allocation of one percent of the 

construction costs only (MS 16B.35).  

Operating Costs: In context with the capital budget, 

projects must consider the impact on the campus 

operating budget. Operating costs include utilities, 

custodial care, maintenance and repair and staff labor 

expenses. For purposes of operating costs, debt service is 

included in this definition. The state does not provide 

additional operating budget funding in support of new or 

expanded facilities. 

Operational program: The operational function of a 

facility described in terms of services provided, products 

delivered, activities performed, resources needed, and 

results expected. 

Predesign: The stage in the development of a project 

during which the purpose, scope, cost, and schedule of 

the complete project are defined and instructions to 

design professionals are produced. 

Predesign Fees: The fees consumed in the preparation 

of the predesign document. The fees depend on the scale 

and complexity of the project. 

Project Management: The process of planning, 

scheduling, and controlling the critical aspects of the 

Owner's program. The quality, budget, and deadlines are 

protected through the use of campus staff (Owner 

Administration) and/or outsourcing (Construction 

Management). 

DEFINITIONS 
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Property Acquisition: The use of funds to acquire land, 

easements, options, or land with buildings or other 

improvements. 

Reinvestment: The amount of funds that must be spent 

on an existing facility each year to preserve its physical 

state of readiness and programmatic value; the funds 

needed to return the capital asset to its full intended use, 

whether through planned renewal or reduction of the 

backlog.  In the context of the VFA.facility program, it is 

funding of Backlog plus Renewal. All building 

components have a predicted life span and must be 

replaced and/or refreshed periodically. To not reinvest is 

to “defer” and thus build a backlog of maintenance, 

repair and renewal. 

Remodeling (Adaption)(Alterations): Expenditures 

required to adapt the physical plant as required to the 

evolving needs of the institution and to changing 

standards. 

Renewal: 

 In the context of a facility condition assessment, this 

is the amount required to maintain facilities “at par” 

condition; the current or anticipated replacement 

need of a subsystem. For example, a 40-year old 

boiler that is scheduled to be replaced due to its age 

in 2012 would be indicated in that year as a 

“renewal” need. The VFA.facilities software predicts 

future renewal requirements. 

 In the context of a predesign, renewal is “lights and 

brights” work that does not involve significant 

renovation or construction; for example, new paint, 

carpet, and lighting would be considered “renewal”. 

Repair and Replacement (R&R): The amount of 

investment from a campus for items that assist in 

lengthening the life of the building which are typically 

coded from Fund 830. 

Security Equipment: Specialty equipment usually 

supplied by a separate contract from those of 

construction or FF&E. 

Site and Building Preparation: Work performed within 

the perimeter of the land parcel but beyond five feet 

from the existing structure or new construction that 

would include infrastructure/roads and utilities. 

Space needs analysis: Includes estimates of amount 

and type of space needed, survey of existing space, 

investigating ways to utilize existing space as an 

alternative to new construction, investigating other 

alternatives to new construction, and identifying the 

selection criteria for the preferred alternative. 

Space utilization: A measure of how efficiently space is 

used as expressed by hours of class room usage over a 

given time period. Measurements are taken after 30 

days have elapsed in a given term. The current baseline 

is considered to be 32 hours a week of any credit class 

and any timeframe (day or hourly) for 100% utilization.  

State Staff Project Management: Costs a campus or 

the system office charges to a construction project to 

cover internal personnel administrative management. 

Strategic Plan: A projection of Minnesota State facility 

needs based on trends, policies, and standards that 

define the need. 

Sustainability: There’s considerable variation in the 

definition of sustainability. In the context of the capital 

budget process, sustainability is focused primarily on 

financial and facilities sustainability. Components of 

sustainability include recycling and minimizing solid 

waste, conserving water and energy, purchasing 

appropriate goods and materials, low maintenance cost 

construction and development, and appropriate grounds 

maintenance. For further information contact the United 

States Green Building Commission at www.usgbc.org or 

the local Minnesota sustainable guidelines found at 

www.b3mn.org. 

Telecommunications (voice & data): Specialty 

equipment supplied by a separate contract from those of 

construction or FF&E. 

VFA.facility (formerly FRRM): This program forecasts 

the life cycle of building components and systems to 

determine and quantify campus conditions, both in 

terms of backlog of needs not addressed (or deferred 

due to lack of funding) and the upcoming needs for 

renewal of major systems and sub-systems. The model is 

regularly updated by campus personnel, thus providing 

an ongoing forecast of campus conditions. The model has 

2005 as the base year.  

DEFINITIONS 
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